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STOCKLAND GREEN HILLS REVEALS TOP FIVE SPRING SUMMER FASHION
TRENDS
Spring is in the air which means finally stowing away those thick knits and scarves and starting to
think about warm weather wear.
Angela Vogt, Centre Manager at Stockland Green Hills, said that customers should look no
further than Stockland Green Hills for all of their spring summer fashion needs.
“Our retailers are up-to-date and fully stocked on the latest trends so customers can be sure to
find their most flattering styles and step into the season feeling their best.”
The trusty boiler suit: This one-piece wonder is taking over both fashion week and the streets.
The all-in-one boiler is a comfortable time saver that does all the hard work for you, the biggest of
which being eliminating indecisive morning wardrobe struggles.
Beige on beige on beige: This spring summer is all about keeping it fresh and cool as the heat
rolls through. The colour trend of the season reflects this with a beige and neutral head-to-toe
look that is anything but basic.
Ms Vogt said: “Seed Heritage is on point for this trend, offering light and breezy options with
plenty of yellows and linens. Customers can expect earthy tones with fun prints such as animals,
cherries and palm trees, which will exude effortless sophistication.”
Head over heels with headwear: The runways are smattered with headwear this spring
summer, making your outfit incomplete until you have a bucket or straw hat on your crown.
Texturise your look: Fashion is getting touchy feely this season, calling for some texture to your
outfit, be it feathers, lace, frills, rhinestones or sequins.
Ms Vogt shared: “This spring summer at Tigerlily is all about the dreamers, romantics and
travellers. Their Scintilla collection is full of beautifully intricate broderie designs which comes
across as refined luxe. The style is regal yet delicate, and features crinkled base clothes and
fringe finishes, as well as the signature Tigerlily patch working.”
Mediterranean islands-inspired: Think Santorini or Italian Riviera-infused beach fashion, with
bikinis, one-pieces, sarongs and straw bags dominating this look.
Ms Vogt said: “Stockland Green Hills has brought together the hottest looks from the latest
swimwear giants like Seafolly, Camilla or Baku and is keeping it classic with solid blacks in
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flattering cuts, or simple floral prints. Be it bikinis or one-pieces in a wide range of sizes,
customers will be sure to find a look they love.”
“The centre is not only a great place for the community to come and shop, but also to connect
with others and experience new things that add value to their lives.”
ENDS

Notes to editor
-

Stockland Green Hills has more than just your chic spring summer look on offer.
Customers who spend $50 or more in participating fashion and beauty shops can show
their receipts to the Summer Scoopery for a free gelato from Jubilo Gelato.* But wait,
there’s more. Customers should check their gelato wrappers because they could be the
lucky winner of a $2,000 Stockland Gift Card.** There’s nothing better than a sweet win
paired with a tasty treat.

*Limited time offer available from 11am to 3pm every day until Sunday 29 September.
**Terms and Conditions apply. One wrapper per customer, per day.
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About Stockland: Stockland (ASX: SGP) was founded in 1952 and has grown to become Australia’s largest diversified
property group – owning, developing and managing a large portfolio of shopping centres, residential communities, logistic
centres, business parks, office assets and retirement living villages. Stockland is rated as one of the most sustainable real
estate companies in the world by the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI). Stockland is also an Employer of Choice
for Gender Equality, as recognised by the Workplace Gender Equality Agency www.stockland.com.au
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